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ABSTRACT
Physical access control (PAC) is an integral part of the physical

security system of any organization. However, despite the size

of the PAC industry and its importance in securing our physical

environments, public research and development regarding PAC

are limited. This paper aims to lower the barriers for the access

control research community to explore and engage in the research

opportunities regarding PAC systems.We characterize PAC systems

and present an access control architecture that captures their central

concepts, such as physical space models and different levels of

policies, and processes such as policy conversion, enforcement, and

analysis. We discuss how PAC can be distinguished from logical

access control (LAC), which is applicable to cyber environments.We

also present several unique challenges and research opportunities

that the PAC domain introduces.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Physical access control (PAC) is one of the central pillars of an

organization’s security system. From pharmaceutical employees

stealing drugs [9] to a flight management system being stolen from

a parked aircraft [14] and heroin disappearing from police evi-

dence lockers before trials [9], small holes in PAC systems can have

huge consequences. PAC protects people and physical resources
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against unauthorized accesses and the disastrous consequences as-

sociated. In essence, it is about managing who can access a physical

resource/location and when.

PAC is omnipresent, with $8.8 bn worth of PAC products being

sold globally in 2021, up from $6.7 bn in 2016, and with $12.0 bn

projected sales in 2026 [32]. Despite the size of the PAC indus-

try and its essential role in securing our physical environments,

public research and development regarding PAC has been limited.

While access to physical resources has been mentioned in some

publications, only a few papers actually deal with the distinguish-

ing characteristics of PAC environments such as physical access,

topological space models, and physical access/movement barriers.

We distinguish between PAC and its counterpart in cyber sys-

tems, logical access control (LAC) [17]. LAC controls the access of

computer users to computing resources (devices, applications, data,

etc.). Analogously, PAC controls the physical access of physical ac-
tors to physical resources or spaces. In other words, PAC is in charge

of protecting the physical attack surface compared to LAC which

protects the cyber attack surface. The common characteristics of

PAC and LAC allow some of the models and techniques developed

for LAC to be used in the context of PAC too. For example, many

access control policy models that originated in the LAC domain

(e.g., role-based access control [27]) are useful in PAC systems as

well. However, the physical nature of PAC systems introduces sev-

eral new challenges and research opportunities. For example, PAC

systems need to explicitly take into account the protected physical

spaces, their relationships, and how physical barriers (as policy

enforcement points) control access to them. The involvement of hu-

man actors in PAC systems (as subjects requesting physical access

and as physical security personnel) also introduces new complex-

ities in policy enforcement such as handling multiple subjects in

a single access request or the possibility of being overridden by

physical security personnel.

We further differentiate between PAC and approaches such

as location-based access control [10, 1] and access control for

IoT/Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS). Location-based access control

is a family of LAC policy models that use location information to

make access decisions. As mentioned above, such models can be

useful in the PAC domain too. However, location-based access con-

trol models do not consider the topological connectivity of spaces

and do not deal with enforcement points that control the movement

of physical subjects within those spaces. Both of those properties

are critical in PAC systems. In the context of access control in the

IoT/CPS systems, the actors, resources, and (inter)actions under

access control can both be physical and digital in nature, while in

PAC they are exclusively physical. Due to their broad nature, these

IoT/CPS systems can be considered extensions of PAC systems.
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Figure 1: Example Sensors & Barriers

However, in practice and in the literature, the focus is often on

digital access to cyber-physical resources, with physical actions

and the complexity that the physical domain introduces only being

sparsely explored. The latter aspects are the core of PAC, which we

will highlight in this paper.

We believe that the barriers to entry for the access control re-

search community into PAC systems are much higher than in cyber

environments, and consequently, many unique challenges that this

domain introduces are not well known. For researchers, it is easier

to access, gain insight about, and develop for LAC systems than

PAC systems, apart from maybe the PAC system of their respective

organizations. The goal of this paper is to lower the barriers for

the access control research community to explore and engage in

the research opportunities in PAC systems. This paper is the result

of a collaboration between academia and industry (Nedap has a

track record of 40+ years producing PAC hardware and software).

Informed by our joint perspectives, we present an access control

architecture that captures the central concepts and processes in

PAC and use that to identify the unique challenges and research op-

portunities in this domain. The following summarizes our specific

contributions (and their organization) in this paper:

• We provide a concise background on the physical access control

domain (Section 2).

• We present an architectural overview of the PAC access manage-

ment and enforcement (Section 3) that identifies its key concepts

and processes.

• We characterize PAC, review the related work, and identify re-

search challenges in terms of high-level policies (Section 4), their

conversion into enforcement-level policies (Section 5), policy en-

forcement (Section 6), and policy analysis (Section 7). Throughout

these sections, research challenges and opportunities have been

highlighted using italicized paragraph headings.

2 BACKGROUND
The concept of access control was invented soon after humanity

introduced the concept of property. To protect one’s property, some

mechanism was needed to ensure the property could only be ac-

cessed by trustworthy subjects. Historically, these mechanisms or

barriers varied from guards, moats, and drawbridges with secret

passphrases to mechanical locks and keys. As humanity evolved

through different eras, properties could belong to individuals, tribes,

kingdoms, and countries. In addition to physical assets, people were

also protected by building walls around castles, cities, and even

countries. As a result of this wide range of applications, the field

of physical access control developed a rich set of solutions in the

analog domain.

2.1 History and Evolution of PAC
Evolution from a technology perspective. In the industrial age,

the focus on automation and efficiency also impacted the solutions

for physical protection. Mechanical devices were first replaced by

electronic devices, roughly divided into sensors (card readers and

infrared motion detectors) and actuators (electronic door locks and
turnstiles controls). Some example sensors and barriers are shown

in Figure 1. Sensors trigger actuators, which can render barriers

traversable. Whereas in a mechanical lock, the keyhole (sensor)

and lock (actuator) are combined into a single device, electronic

solutions introduced decoupling the sensing and locking parts. This

separation of the actuator (e.g., lock) from the sensor (e.g., card

reader) implied the possibility of directional access control as differ-

ent sensors could be placed on either side (in/out or ingress/egress)

of a barrier. The evolution of electronic devices resulted in pro-

grammable electronic locks and keys, e.g., mag-stripe or contact-

less keycards. Once devices were connected using networks, they

replaced more and more mechanical locks to reduce the burden

of key management. With the advent of networked access control

devices, using fine-grained temporal and spatial access rights be-

came feasible. This led to a better balance between protection and

accessibility of assets.

Evolution from a functional perspective. From a functional per-

spective, physical access control evolved out of the need to manage

and log physical access. It started with keeping track of who was

aware of the secret passphrase, then who handed a copy of mechan-

ical keys, and finally managing who had access to what, where,

when, and how. With the advent of globalization and networked

systems, PAC has evolved from a local issue of protecting a single

building into a global concern of governing access to international

locations of organizations.

2.2 PAC Installation and Upgrade
The installation of electronic physical access control systems in

buildings is quite intrusive and costly. The economics of initial

investment and installation costs lead to a typical lifespan of at least

10 to 15 years. On system replacement, parts of the installation are

reused whenever possible. The main drivers for mid-term system

changes are stricter regulations or legislation which could lead

to, for example, stricter security requirements. A key factor in

the design and planning of physical access control systems is the

trade-off between the use of electronic vs. mechanical locks, the

latter being significantly cheaper to install but offering a lower

level of convenience and flexibility. Based on our experience in the

PAC industry, we estimate the ratio of mechanical to electronic

locks in modern PAC installations to be approximately 4 to 1. This is

especially the case in highly dynamic contexts with regular changes

in key-holders.

3 OVERVIEW OF PAC ACCESS MANAGEMENT
AND ENFORCEMENT

We propose the architecture in Figure 2 to capture the overall pro-

cess of access management and enforcement in a PAC environment,

and use it to to organize our discussions in the rest of the paper.

The components that are marked with a star are distinguishing
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Figure 2: PAC Access Management and Enforcement

elements of a PAC architecture compared to those that are also

common in a LAC architecture (e.g., see XACML [12, Section 3]).

Given the high-level business and security requirements, admin-

istrators craft a high-level physical access control policy. A key

distinction of PAC policies is that they involve physical resources,

spaces, and physical enforcement points. We propose a physical
space model that is responsible for formally and comprehensively

identifying those elements and their physical relationships such

as placement, containment, and connectivity (reachability). This

model is a key component of the architecture that is referenced

and used in many other models and processes. Managing the space

model is also a responsibility of administrators.

The enforcement of the high-level PAC policy in a physical en-

vironment is highly dependent on the capabilities and placements

of the enforcement points. The individual enforcement-level policy
executed by each enforcement point is based on the high-level pol-

icy, but more limited in its scope and expressiveness. We consider

a policy conversion process that translates (preferably, in an auto-

mated fashion) the high-level policy into enforcement-level policies

based on the physical space model. The access control specification

and management also need to support analysis capabilities that are

used to assess and improve both types of policies.

The access decisions should be made according to the applica-

ble enforcement-level policies determined using the access request

contexts. An access request context includes information such as

subject/object attributes (role, clearance, etc.), environment (loca-

tion, time, events, etc.), and previous access decisions. We discuss

those policy information types in Section 4. Both policy decision-

making and context handling could be performed centrally or in

a distributed fashion. In a distributed policy decision-making ap-

proach, the enforcement-level policy needs to be distributed to the

enforcement devices. Similarly, in a distributed context handling

approach, data sources can be replicated locally (cached) on en-

forcement devices in contrast to a centralized format that depends

on querying data from remote servers upon each policy decision

instance. A discussion of the trade-offs of those approaches is pro-

vided in Section 6.

A notable distinction of PAC systems is that in addition to an

individual subject, a set of actors could be considered as subjects

in a single access request. Another interesting distinction is that

the policy enforcement may be routinely overridden by operators

(e.g., physical security personnel) to meet operational needs, such

as temporarily allowing a guest to enter a space that is meant for

personnel only or helping someone who lost/forgot their badge.

The subsequent sections will highlight the unique challenges

and research opportunities from the perspective of policies and pro-

cesses. Specifically, we will focus where PAC and LAC diverge the

most; the high-level/enforcement-level policies, policy conversion,

policy enforcement, and policy analysis.

4 HIGH-LEVEL POLICIES
PAC policies, similar to LAC policies, can rely on checking a variety

of information types as part of the access request context. However,

they differ in the specifics of what they take into account. Based on

our industrial experience, we present the types of policy informa-

tion which cover most policy information requirements for realistic

PAC use-cases. Subsequently, we present research challenges and

opportunities related to high-level PAC policies.

We broadly categorize the essential types of policy information

into subject/object attributes, environment, and access log.

Subject/Object Attributes Examples of subject attributes include

role, clearance, and organizational unit. Objects, typically pro-

tected spaces, may also have attributes such as space function and

designation (e.g., office, workshop, etc.)



Environment PAC policies are often composed considering en-

forcement environment contexts:

Space/Location Of particular interest in a PAC system is mod-

eling protected spaces and considering them in the context of

evaluating access requests. Access control policies may use ei-

ther logical locations (e.g., meeting room, lobby), or geographic

locations (e.g., within a meter from a certain geo-coordinates).

We emphasize that using logical locations as references to phys-

ical spaces is a better fit for PAC systems. The modeling of

protected spaces in PAC often involves determining how spaces

are connected and accessible from each other (topology) and

how enforcement points control such accesses (e.g., physical

barriers between spaces). The space model and policies may also

rely on relationships between spaces, such as containment (i.e.,

being part of or inside) and hierarchies. For example, when a

room is (contained) in a presidential suite, policies applicable

to the suite may be applicable to the room as well. Hierarchies

can represent an even wider range of relationships and be used

to propagate policies between spaces. For example, a hierarchy

can represent type-of relationships (e.g., a conference room is

a meeting room), or the grouping of functional zones (e.g., by

department or business unit) or physical security zones.

Time PAC authorizations are usually time-dependent. For in-

stance, many authorizations may be valid only on workdays and

during working hours. Therefore, notions such as time intervals,

relative time, days of the week, repetition, and dates must be

considered.

Events Additionally, scheduled events (e.g., in-house conferences

or visits by VIPs) and non-scheduled events (e.g., emergency

evacuations) may be taken into account by policies in a PAC

system.

Other Environment Contexts PAC policies may also involve

other environment contexts such as threat level or the presence
of operators. In high-security facilities, such as those of banking

institutions and organizations responsible for critical infrastruc-

ture, access to spaces may become more restrictive at an esca-

lated threat level. It is also common in PAC systems to require

fewer or different authorizations in the presence of operators.

For example, a building lobby may become publicly accessible

only when receptionists are at their posts. Such contexts and

their impact on access control policies are under-explored in

the literature to the best of our knowledge.

Access Log PAC may rely on previous access decisions in its eval-

uation of a given access request, for instance, for enforcing anti-
passback and anti-loitering policies (discussed below).

We note that the enforcement-level policies as well as the pol-

icy conversion and policy analysis processes would also utilize

the abovementioned policy information types. The existing access

control models for LAC systems capture the abovementioned infor-

mation to varying degrees by formalizing concepts such as groups,

roles [27], parameterized/contextual roles [16], attributes [18, 29],

location [10], time [3], contexts [4], and access history [31]. How-

ever, it is essential to develop specification models that compre-

hensively consider these information types. Furthermore, more

comprehensive formal modeling is needed to capture and reason

Figure 3: Example PAC Environment to Capture in Physical
Space Model

about information such as physical spaces that are central in PAC

policies.

Comprehensive Physical Space Models. Geographic locations, log-
ical locations, and relationships among locations such as contain-

ment and hierarchies have been extensively explored in the RBAC

literature [10, 8]. Specific to PAC systems, a research opportunity

is to develop comprehensive space models that capture the topol-

ogy of logical spaces and the movement of subjects and resources

between them. These models should also consider physical barriers

that may restrict access to the spaces and their properties such

as directionality. Figure 3 illustrates the need for a physical space

model in a PAC system highlighting locations, their connectivity, a

grouping into security zones, barriers, and enforcement devices.

PAC-Specific Policies. We have identified a number of policies in

PAC systems that are less commonly used in LAC systems and have

received little attention in the literature. It is essential to develop

formal specification models that are capable of incorporating these

policies:

Chief-First / Visitor & Escort where authorization of an individ-

ual requires prior authorization by a higher-authority subject.

Four-Eyes where performing an action requires the authorization

of two individuals for that action.

Anti-Passback where the goal is to prevent a person from improp-

erly sharing their credentials with other parties after using them

themselves. For example, an anti-passback policy can prevent a

subject from passing a barrier that they just did.

Anti-Loitering where the goal is to put constraints on the progress

of a person through a secured area such that, for example, the per-

son may only stay for a specified amount of time in any location.

Metapolicies Handling Multi-Subject Requests. In LAC systems,

high-level policies often only deal with access control requests in-

volving a single subject. In contrast, PAC systems commonly need

to authorize multiple subjects in one request either implicitly or

explicitly. This is due to the practical problem that when a group of



subjects is in the proximity of a barrier, opening the barrier might

allow multiple subjects to pass it. Therefore, all subjects capable

of passing the barrier at the time may need to be considered in

authorizing a request to open the barrier. A potential approach

could be to combine policies applicable to the individual subjects

involved using combining strategies such as those supported by

XACML [12]. However, depending on the situation, different com-

bining strategies might be considered. For example, a system may

need to prevent opening a barrier if two subjects, one authorized

and another unauthorized to open the barrier, happen to arrive

at the same time at its opposite sides (i.e., using a deny-overrides

strategy). In contrast, in a very similar situation, the authorized

subject may need to intentionally allow an otherwise-unauthorized

subject to pass the barrier, for instance, when a security guard

directs a guest to a meeting space (i.e., using a permit-overrides

strategy). Therefore, an interesting research direction is developing

models to support context-dependent/situation-aware metapolicies

for handling multiple-subject requests correctly.

5 ENFORCEMENT-LEVEL POLICIES & POLICY
CONVERSION

A distinguishing characteristic of PAC environments from LAC

environments is that the high-level policies in PAC need to be en-

forced though enforcement points which can only enforce a subset

of the whole policy. This leads to two types of policies living side-

by-side: high-level policies and enforcement-level policies. While

the administrators capture the high-level security requirements

using high-level policies, their correct system-wide enforcement

relies on the enforcement-level policies which are intended for the

enforcement points. Due to the different intentions of these two

types of policies, they are often based on different abstractions and

models. High-level policies are usually applicable system-wide (e.g.,

linking subjects to the physical spaces they are allowed to access

because of their organizational roles). To enforce the high-level poli-

cies, they need to be converted into one or more enforcement-level

policies which control individual or sets of barriers (e.g., an access

list for each specific barrier). In this section, we will present open

research challenges and opportunities regarding enforcement-level

policies and policy conversion.

Automated Conversion from High-Level to Enforcement-Level Poli-
cies. Based on our experience, it is preferable to perform policy

conversion in an automated fashion. A manual process could be

highly tedious and error-prone. Tsankov et al. have proposed a pol-
icy synthesis framework to automatically convert a set of high-level

requirements for physical spaces to enforcement-level policies [33].

In terms of high-level requirements, in addition to permission and

prohibition to access a space, their framework supports expressing

blocking (subjects cannot access space X after accessing space Y)

and waypointing (subjects must access space X before accessing

space Y) as high-level requirements. An open research opportunity

is to support a richer and more diverse set of high-level policies in

such a conversion framework. Starting points could be policies in-

corporating a more variety of information such as times constraints

and events, and PAC-specific policies, as discussed in Section 4.

Modeling and Placement of Enforcement Points. To configure the

policy enforcement devices, the policy conversion process needs

to know how those devices work, e.g., what policy model they

support, or what physical blocking mechanism they can enforce.

The existing related work considers only relatively simple pol-

icy enforcement points. For instance, Tsankov et al. [33] consider

door-like enforcement points capable of handling attribute-based

policies. While doors are relatively simple mechanisms (letting

subjects through or not), other types of barrier devices may have

more complex behavior. As an example, a turnstile barrier can ad-

ditionally ensure that only a single subject can pass through at a

time and only in a certain direction. Elevators are another inter-

esting category of enforcement points that may connect multiple

spaces without necessarily being capable of distinguishing different

flows (discussed in more detail in Section 6.3). One open research

problem is formally capturing such enforcement capabilities to be

considered in the conversion process. Moreover, the placement of

the enforcement points in the physical space model is critical. A

given high-level policy may not be enforceable based on the types

and placement of the existing enforcement points. In that case, a

research challenge is how to optimize updating and/or installing

additional enforcement points to enforce the given high-level poli-

cies. We also envision a tradeoff research problem of suggesting to

the administrators a similar-enough high-level policy to the given

policy when constrained by using the existing enforcement points.

Interoperation with Proprietary Enforcement Devices. A practical

challenge in the policy conversion process is the requirement to

work with enforcement-level devices with varied support for policy

models. Most industrial PAC hardware vendors have their own

proprietary (and sometimes restrictive) policy models. Furthermore,

a PAC system may contain devices from different vendors (see also

the discussion on hybrid systems in Section 6.2). Attempts have

been made to establish industry standards for interoperability. Most

noteworthy, ONVIF, a leading standardization body for IP-based

physical security products, has introduced a policy model based

upon RBAC with schedules [23]. However, such standards are yet

to make a significant impact in practice [32]. In the absence of a

widely-supported standard policy model, an open research problem

is converting high-level policies to device-specific policies while

ensuring a consistent system-wide enforced policy across devices

made by various vendors.

6 POLICY ENFORCEMENT
In this section, we elaborate on some of the intricacies of PAC

policy enforcement in the physical domain, and introduce research

challenges and opportunities that follow from this.

6.1 Psychological Acceptability
PAC systems need to enforce access control policies in the physical

world, using barriers that usually, by default, block the movements

of human subjects. Thus, they need to be designed according to

an acceptable trade-off between security and convenience. Incon-

venience and insufficient system acceptance will inevitably lead

to working around or abusing the system. Examples of this are

tailgating (multiple subjects following a leader without actually

requesting access and thus not being logged), use of emergency



exits to shortcut routes, and collaboration with insiders to bypass

being logged by the system.

Security and Convenience. In practice, the trade-offs between

security and convenience are strongly influenced by usability and

psychological acceptability. An interesting research direction is

to develop frameworks for systematic consideration of usability

factors and their impact on policy enforcement with the goal of

reducing friction between security objectives and convenience.

6.2 Hybrid PAC Systems
Despite the many benefits that electronic access control systems

have over mechanical “lock and key” systems, in practice, most

organizations maintain a combination of electronic and mechanical

locks, i.e., a hybrid PAC system. Technical and financial constraints

in combination with expected usage and availability will determine

the mix of different locks. Flexibility, logging, and turnaround time

for policy updates are better in the case of an electronic lock. For

example, a lost badge can be blocked instantly and remotely, whilst

losing a mechanical key will require the replacement of all keys and

the corresponding lock cylinder. Similarly, an access control policy

can be updated in an electronic locking device instantaneously,

provided the network is operational, while issuing or withdrawing

a physical key will require the physical transfer of the key. The

main benefit of mechanical locks is that they are much cheaper.

To bridge the gap between online and offline (mechanical) access

control systems, manufacturers have come up with creative mixes:

Network on Card which involves re-writable access cards, used

to transport access policies, blacklists, and access logs between the

locks and the management system [24]. Subjects need to update

their cards daily at an updating device that reads the access log and

battery states of the locks the subject has visited the previous day.

In the same session, the actual access control policy and blacklist

are written to the card. The locks are configured at installation

with a lock policy and a unique ID which is referenced in the

policies. Due to limitations of both lock and card storage memory,

power consumption, and the card read/write times, the access

control policies in these systems are very basic.

Key Cabinets which are access-controlled cabinets inwhich tagged

physical keys are stored. A subject can open the cabinet and re-

lease the key(s) assigned to her. Removing and returning the keys

is recorded in the access log, and access to the cabinet is managed

from the PAC system. Advanced setups in which the return of

the key is a prerequisite to leaving a site are used to relieve the

problem of missing keys. This type of setup is typically used for

service engineers who need to do their maintenance jobs in tech-

nical areas in buildings outside of office hours, i.e., without the

presence of a receptionist or guard.

Policies for Hybrid Systems. To the best of our knowledge, formal

high- and enforcement-level policy models capable of supporting

hybrid PAC systems have not been developed and studied in the

literature. This prevents holistic policy design and analysis of the

mechanical and electronic subsystems. As a follow-up research

opportunity it is interesting to explore using high-level policies for

automated generation of configuration instructions for manually-

managed components of hybrid PAC systems.

6.3 Elevators
Modern multi-floor buildings have elevators in addition to stairs.

In confined contexts such as multi-tenant office buildings or high-

security sites with many security zones, a rich set of elevator access

control policies may be implemented. Most suppliers of high-end

elevators provide an API to their elevator controller through which

the following components can be controlled from a PAC system:

Floor Topology which defines and names the different destina-

tion floors which can be reached by a specific elevator carriage.

User-Interface Elements such as devices for calling the elevator,

choosing the destination, or selecting the fastest elevator.

Carriage Control which designates the specific use of the car-

riage, e.g., transport of goods, emergency use, or VIPs. Depending

on the building setup, the carriage may have a front and rear entry

or be part of a so-called double-deck setup in which the lower

carriage handles only the bottom half of a high-rise building.

From a policy administration perspective, the definition of el-

evator access control policies is a tedious task. But, from an en-

forcement perspective, the situation is more complicated. Since

an elevator carriage is typically used by multiple subjects in a sin-

gle ride, tailgaters and free riders are hard to prevent. As a result,

subjects can easily end up in destinations to which they should

have been denied access. This poses security risks but also risks of

subjects getting trapped. To overcome this, additional enforcement

on critical destinations could be added, with a penalty of increased

complexity and cost.

Elevators as Moving Spaces. Research is needed to formulate a

comprehensive model of elevators from a PAC perspective. Elevator

carriages can be modeled as moving access-controlled spaces which

are connected to fixed spaces on floors or as transportation mech-

anisms that are not access-controlled. Such a model is currently

missing but required for proper policy design and policy analysis

for PAC systems with elevators.

6.4 Authentication Factors
From a security perspective, anonymous users should be prevented

whenever possible [26]. In the context of PAC, this implies that

subjects should be uniquely identifiable. Although this raises a

serious privacy concern, in industrial PAC, more so than LAC,

the legal traceability requirement of individual subjects overrides

privacy considerations. This poses the practical problem of proving

that a subject actually “has used” her access for herself, for someone

else, or maybe not at all. Additionally, subjects could tailgate other

subjects if no anti-tailgaiting protection is in place. As an example,

a basic authentication policy on what the subject “has”, e.g., some

token such as a keycard, does not enforce that the subject’s identity

matches that of the token owner because it could be a borrowed or

stolen keycard. This renders the access log less reliable for forensic
research, i.e., legal investigations into a subject’s movements. A

multi-factor authentication policy using biometric attributes in the

enforcement point is the most reliable solution in this respect.

Forensic Readiness. The reliability of access logs for use in foren-

sic research offers an interesting challenge for further research.

Analyzing PAC access control policies prior to their deployment in



terms of completeness and correctness of logging and distinguish-

ing accesses can offer great benefits to forensic researchers because

they can rely on a known quality of service.

6.5 Transactional Physical Access
Elaborating further on the accurate logging of accesses in PAC

systems, it is important to distinguish between access granted and

access used. While this distinction is often not made in LAC systems,

it is quite relevant in PAC systems to know if a granted access de-

cision actually results in a physical movement. Consider a subject

entering a building using a turnstile at the entrance. After authen-

tication, access is granted. But, only if the subject actually enters

the turnstile and exits after a 180-degree rotation of the turning

mechanism, access is used. The steps from authenticating, enter-

ing the turnstile, rotating, and leaving the turnstile can be seen as

transactional physical access. If the rotation is not completed, the

transaction is aborted and should not be logged in as completed

access. In this example, the physical enforcement device setup has

the capability of ensuring the validity of the transaction. In a more

common situation in which a speed-gate, a sliding door, or a regular

door is used with single-factor authentication, we can only assume

that the physical access transaction took place unless we have other

evidence for corroboration, e.g., footage from a video camera with

face recognition. These examples show the intricacies of physical

access and the impact of human behavior on the quality of the

access log.

Formalizing Transactional Physical Access. Further research is

needed to formalize the concept of transactional physical access

and study its impact on PAC. A possible outcome is a probabilistic

model for describing the quality and reliability of access logs. Use-

cases for such a formal model are forensics, access decisions based

on prior accesses, and anomaly detection.

6.6 Centralized vs. Distributed Decision-Making
Without generalizing, our experience leads us to the insight that

LAC tends towards a more centralized decision-making approach

whereas PAC tends towards a decentralized architecture. Good in-

dustry practice in physical access is to allow a maximum response

time of three seconds between requesting access and activating

the lock. If this delay is exceeded, experience shows that subjects

get irritated, which potentially leads to damage to equipment, pro-

ductivity loss, reduced user acceptance, and subsequently a system

defect. Therefore, the access decision needs to be made instantly

and near real-time as the access request is made. This poses a

trade-off between a centralized versus a distributed (local to the

enforcement point) decision point. To guarantee correct system

behavior, in which the decision points evaluate policies according

to the latest policy information, consistency must be guaranteed

on all distributed devices. This concerns the ordering of messages,

time synchronization of all involved devices, and storing irrefutable

evidence of changes and access requests. In high-impact situations,

PAC is mission critical and a distributed architecture with redun-

dant information for the evaluation of the access decision must be

designed. An example showing the consequence of not taking into

account this redundancy is the total office lockout of Facebook’s

personnel as the result of their network failure [22]. Depending on

the complexity of the policy specification model and non-functional

requirements such as encryption, the computing power at the end-

points needs to be scaled accordingly. The trade-off will also involve

a cost assessment as scaling up compute resources at all end-points

could lead to prohibitively high project and installation costs. The

architectural design of a PAC system involves many trade-offs be-

tween different cross-cutting concerns.

Methodology for Design of Optimal PAC Architecture. Designing
the optimal system architecture involves many trade-offs. As we

have discussed above, PAC tends towards a distributed architecture.

There is a research opportunity in developing methodologies for

the systematic design of optimal PAC architecture considering the

trade-offs.

6.7 Fault Tolerance
The configuration and installation of electronic barriers must meet

specific safety requirements in their security policies. The following

policies for failures of power, network, or sabotage are used in

practice:

Fail-Close where the barrier will remain in a locked state upon

failure. Depending on the type of barrier, a mechanical/manual

override may be implemented.

Fail-Open where the barrier will unlock and remain open on fail-

ure.

Fail-Safe which is a more general mode used to describe a degra-

dation of service on failure. In this mode, safety requirements

should override security requirements. For instance, human sub-

jects should not get locked in as a result of network failure.

Handling failure modes can sometimes be managed at a system-

wide level. But, it is mostly context-dependent and should therefore

be considered individually for each barrier.

Global Effects of Local Failures. Local failures of barriers can
have global impacts in a PAC system. A research challenge is to

systematically study the global effects of local failures using “what-

if” scenarios. If high-impact failures can be pinpointed in the design

phase, appropriate measures like adding redundant components

or creating alternative routes can be introduced to mitigate the

involved risks at an early stage. Another use-case is taking into

account the failure constraints and modeling the impact of local

fault situations in the policy conversion process from high-level to

enforcement-level policies.

7 POLICY ANALYSIS
Analysis of access control policies is crucial to support policy cre-

ation and evolution. Unlike policy analysis in the LAC domain [19,

20, 11], research regarding analysis of PAC policies is sparse. PAC

introduces new domain-specific information, processes, and con-

straints. Therefore, the policy properties and characteristics depend-

ing on the newly introduced policy constructs cannot be evaluated

using policy analysis techniques for LAC. To illustrate, this would

include checking reachability-related constraints or constraints de-

pending on the past and current location of subjects and resources.

In this section, we survey existing work on PAC policy analysis

and present what are, in our opinion, notable research opportunities.

Our discussion is based on the policy information requirements
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1 Cao et al. [6] 2022 ABAC    #   # # # # # G#1 # # # #  # #  2
Bigraphs & BRS

2 van der Laan [38] 2021 RBAC #   #  #   # # # # # # # #   #  EMF+VQL

3 Cao. et al. [5] 2020 RBAC    #   # # # # # G#1 # # # #  # # # Bigraphs & BRS

4 Pasquale et al. [25] 2017 RBAC    G#3   # # # # # # # # # #  # # # Graph Alg.

5 Ben Fadhel et al. [2] 2016 RBAC     # # #   # # # # # # #  # # # EMF+OCL

6 Tsigkanos et al. [34] 2015 -    #   # # # # # G#1 # # # #  # #  2
Bigraphs & BRS

7 Tsigkanos et al. [35] 2014 - #   #   # # # # # G#1 # # # #  # #  2
Ambient Calc.

8 Turkmen et al. [36] 2013 GBAC
4 #  G#5 # # # # # # # # #  # # # # # #  2

SAT

9 Fitzgerald et al. [13] 2012 GBAC
4 #   #  # # # # # # #   #   # #  SAT

10 Skandhakumar et al. [30] 2012 RABAC #   G#3  #    #    # # #  # #  EMF

11 Frohardt et al. [15] 2011 - #   #   #  # # # # # # # #  # # # Access Nets

1
: Only latest location of subjects and/or resources are kept.

2
: As so far to fix detected policy quality issues.

3
: Using BIM models (only used

to determine logical locations and topological information).
4
: Group-based access control [13].

5
: Access given to doorsides

presented in Section 4 and the policy analysis goals presented by

Jabal et al. [19].

7.1 Background: Policy Analysis Goals
Here, we briefly review themain goals of policy analysis as classified

by Jabal et al. [19]: verifying a set of quality requirements and

supporting policy design and organization.

7.1.1 Assessment of Policy Quality. The following major policy

quality requirements can be distinguished for a set of policies [19].

We note that the set of rules in a policy can be considered as a set
of policies enforced together.

Consistency the set of policies does not include policies that con-

tradict each other.

Minimality the set of policies does not include redundant policies.

Relevance the set of policies does not contain policies that do not

apply to any action executed by the users.

Completeness all actions executed in the domain controlled by a

policy-based system are covered by some policies.

Correctness the policies are free of faults and compliant with their

intended goals and system requirements.

We add that requirements such as minimality are not always

strictly desirable. To illustrate, in the case of RBAC, even though

two roles might have identical permissions, they might represent

different organizational roles. Thus, merging them into a single

functional role could be considered undesirable.

7.1.2 Policy Design and Organization. The process of designing
and organizing policies can be supported through various types of

analyses [19]:

Change Impact Analysis assesses and evaluates a change to a

single policy or a collection of policies. This analysis identifies

potential consequences and helps to estimate associated risks.

Similarity Analysis performs comparisons among two or more

policies. Specifically, it checks for different relationships among

policies such as equivalences, possible refinements, redundancies,

and conflicts. This analysis is important in tasks such as policy

integration and policy version control.

Policy (Set) Structure Analysis analyzes the structure of a sin-

gle or a collection of policies. This analysis can facilitate tasks

such as policy refactoring and maintaining an optimal policy

structure.

7.2 Existing Work
We present an overview and comparison of the existing work on

PAC policy analysis in Table 1. We compare them in terms of policy

information (discussed in Section 4), policy analysis goals (discussed

in Section 7.1), and analysis methods (discussed below). We also

summarize and discuss their contributions below.

7.2.1 Analysis Goals. Noteworthy, most of the existing works [6,

38, 5, 25, 2, 34, 35, 37, 15] focus on verifying policy correctness by

checking various structural, spatial, and/or temporal properties.

Some of these works also facilitate policy structural analysis by

presenting techniques to propose [6, 34] or perform [35] policy

adjustments to prevent and/or cure violations. Turkmen et al. deal

with discovering conflicting policy rules and proposing policy ad-

justments to resolve conflicts [36]. Fitzgerald et al. present how

to perform anomaly analysis and check various properties deal-

ing with policy consistency, minimality, completeness, correctness,

and the general structure of the high-level policy & physical space

model [13]. Skandhakumar et al. present analytical techniques to

support policy administration [30].

7.2.2 Policy Information and Specification. Most of the models are

based on RBAC. Based on our experience, we believe this trend is

due to organizational roles being a natural way to group access



to spaces in an organization-based context. The support for topo-

logical information varies. Only a few analysis techniques support

time-, event- and/or context-dependent access control. This is prob-

lematic since usually real-world PAC policies have time-dependent

authorizations and most PAC policies need to support (implicit)

event/context-dependent constraints. Arguably, most of the exist-

ing work only partially supports access logs in so far that they keep

track of the current run-time location of subjects and/or resources

and disregard previous locations. None of the presented work takes

administrative policies into account.

7.2.3 Analysis Methods. Various techniques and formalisms have

been used to perform policy analysis in PAC systems, as shown in

Table 1. We briefly elaborate on the lesser-known methods. The

Eclipse Modeling Framework
1
(EMF) is a modeling framework

and code generation facility for building applications based upon

structured data models. With a model specified using the Ecore

modeling language, EMF can produce a basic editor and a set of

Java classes for the model, along with a set of adapter classes that

enable viewing and editing of the model. The Object Constraint

Language
2
(OCL) is an expressive and flexible declarative language

that can describe rules that can be checked against models made

with EMF. The Viatra Query Language
3
(VQL) is a datalog-based

language comparable to OCL. Its main advantage over OCL is that it

allows expressions to be recomputed incrementally. Access Nets are

a Petri-Net-like formalism where tokens are used to model persons

and transitions capture the movement of persons from one place

to another. Ambient calculus is a process calculus used to model

concurrent systems that include mobility [7]. Noteworthy is the

move of Tsigkanos et al. [35] from ambient calculus to bigraphs

and bigraph reactive systems (BRSs) [21] to verify policy correct-

ness [34], a formalism that has also been used by Cao et al. [6,

5]. Bigraphs combines the advantage of 𝜋-calculus and ambient

calculus, considering both linking and hierarchical structure [5].

Bigraphs can model the locations of entities (nested relationships

represented by the place graph) which can form connections with

each other (represented by the link graph - a hypergraph). Together

with reaction rules, they form BRSs. Bigraphs and BRSs have been

frequently used to model and analyze cyber-physical systems.

7.3 Research Opportunities
Beyond Policy Correctness. A major research opportunity lies

in further exploring policy analysis beyond just policy correct-

ness. Based on our review of related work, analyzing consistency,

minimality, relevance, completeness, and overall structure of PAC

policies has received little attention. The same holds for analyzing

the impact of changes. We have found no research addressing how

to perform similarity analyses for PAC policies.

To illustrate some opportunities, we note that guarantees regard-

ing consistency and completeness would help ensure a basic level

of policy correctness. Arguably, however, it might be better to guar-

antee these by design instead of through analysis (e.g., through a

deny-first policy). Analyzing policy minimality and optimizing pol-

icy structure could help during policy refactoring. This is a notably

1
https://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/

2
https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/modeling.mdt.ocl

3
https://www.eclipse.org/viatra/

difficult task as PAC systems evolve and grow from their original

design. To limit business disturbance, organizations tend to over-

entitle organizational roles and employees as time passes and not

remove obsolete permissions. Fifty to ninety percent of employees

are over-entitled in large organizations [28]. Moreover, being able

to analyze the impact of changes would help in policy refactoring,

day-to-day policy administration (e.g., assigning/removing permis-

sions), and understanding the impact of new requirements on the

high-level policies (e.g., new rules and regulations). Policy similar-

ity analysis could help when an organization needs to compare or

integrate multiple high-level policies. A situation where this need

arises is during company mergers or acquisitions. Furthermore,

when one crafts a policy from scratch, it would be helpful to detect

missing permissions compared to the prior policies.

Supporting Complexity of Real-World Policies. The applicability
of the existing analysis techniques to real-world PAC use-cases is

often limited as they cannot take policies with time, context, and

event-dependent constraints into account. Research is needed in

developing techniques withmore comprehensive support of various

policy information types.

Incremental Analysis. Most of the existing solutions for PAC

policy analysis (as well as for LAC) have not been designed to

analyze evolving policies [38]. For example, all policy verifiers

surveyed by us here and by Jabal et al. [19] analyze policies in their

entirety (with one exception [38]). In practice, this means that after

each small change the whole analysis has to be redone. This is often

unnecessary and highly inefficient when dealing with evolving

policies, especially considering the complexity of high-level policies

and the scale of enforcement-level policies in PAC. An incremental

policy analysis approach [38] can reuse intermediary computations

and results from previous analysis attempts. This would limit the

set of computations to redo, the properties to recheck, and/or the

set of access control entities to reconsider upon a change - all in all

resulting in significant improvement in analysis speed in the real

world.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we characterized physical access control (PAC) sys-

tems. With the help of our proposed PAC architecture, we captured

the key concepts and processes in these systems and discussed

research challenges and opportunities within them.

While the PAC domain has been the focus of this paper, sev-

eral of the proposed research directions are generalizable to other

access control domains. For instance, the concept of automated

policy conversion and modeling of the enforcement points as part

of the policy design process is applicable in other domains with dis-

tributed policy enforcement, especially when using heterogeneous

mechanisms. Beyond pursuing the discussed research opportuni-

ties, as future work, we intend to compile a set of guidelines to

help with the evaluation of the research on PAC systems based on

real-world use-cases. We hope that our discussions in this paper

pave the way for flourishing research interest in the PAC domain,

and would welcome further discussion and engagement with the

community.
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